Q: Language is studied in which of the following fields?

- anthropology
- area studies
- philosophy
- communication
- education
- linguistics
- biology
- psychology
- computer science
- mathematics
- neuroscience
- language learning

A: All of them.

Did you know that there were so many grad students studying language at Penn?

Our community is larger than you realized. It’s time for us all to get to know each other.

Come and find out what researchers in other fields are doing, share your ideas, and learn about the resources available to language researchers like you.

The Penn Working Group in Language is a new enterprise founded and sponsored by graduate students in several departments. We support the broad exchange of ideas and resources among all students interested in language, and aim to promote progress in language research as a whole.

first symposium

saturday, april 17
university museum
ling.upenn.edu/symposium

Themes include language acquisition, machine translation, discourse and contact.

Plenary session: Linguistic Data Consortium